A sufficient condition is derived for a sine polynomial with real coefficients to be nonnegative on (0, ir).
A CRITERION FOR THE POSITIVITY OF SINE POLYNOMIALS JOHN STEINIG
Abstract. A sufficient condition is derived for a sine polynomial with real coefficients to be nonnegative on (0, ir).
We consider sine polynomials with real coefficients, and prove the following theorem.
Theorem. If The determination of cases of equality in (3) rests on their determination in (5); for this we require the familiar identity (9) an(x) = sin2(«x/2)/sin(.v/2).
Let kx, ■ ■ ■ , ks be those indices k for which bk>bk+1. It is obvious from (7) and (9) with strict inequality unless all a's vanish ( [1] , [6] , [7] ). These results can be placed in a more general setting by considering the Jacobi polynomials Pn'ß), defined by (i -xfit + xYp^íx) = (-=rr-f-n to -xrv + *r'], if ¿0=^1 = ' ' '=bn>0 (sum by parts); for a=£, ß=-\, this is (5). In this setting, our proof of (3) can be formulated thus: (3) follows from (13) and the recurrence relation P^ß>(x) P%»(x) _(2n+a + ß + 2) P^+1) (x) pif-'d) pjtefd) (2/s + i) { +xVri,8,(i) on setting «=$, /S = --2-, since pU/2.1/2)(cos e)ypU/2,l/2)(1) = sjn(n + 1)0y(n + 1)sjn 0
